SafeGuard C-Frame™

A truly unique universal tablet enclosure

Match the colour in your mind
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SafeGuard C-Frame™
Personalise your customer experience
The C-Frame is an innovative, universal tablet enclosure. The cleverly designed inner sleeve accomodates 10” tablets.
Use it for stand-alone desk, counter or wall mounted applications or turn that tablet into an intrinsic element within a
Mobile Point of Sale (MPoS) solution.
Perfectly suited and specifically designed for MPoS applications, C-Frame has a mounting option, which combines it
with a cash drawer housing. Both high and low mount versions are available. The high mount version comes with a
rotation element as standard, for use on either a counter top or when mounted to a cash drawer, bringing the maximum flexibility to the operator and customer.
Reflect your personal style and business individuality with the wide range of colours available. Installed anywhere,
C-Frame provides protection from damage whilst still looking great.

MPoS
MPoS allows for flexibility in placement and frees up valuable counter space. MPoS has spawned a range of apps,
designer peripherals including mobile payment devices and mini, Bluetooth enabled printers - all the functionality
that any retail environment would expect at a fraction of the investment, but with an enhanced look and feel and a
completely transformed customer experience.
C-Frame can be combined with a range of other MPOS
ready devices, such as M-Case protective mounts that
enable secure payment transactions through the use of
mobile payment devices. The user will appreciate the payment terminal being released from its mount and handed
to them for PIN entry; giving them control of
the transaction.
Fixed and mobile solutions, which utilise tablets in particular, need to answer the challenges that users find on
a daily basis. Discreet cable management means that
charging requirements are taken care of with ease. Bluetooth connectivity looks after the peripherals and security
options protect your investment. With C-Frame, at the
heart of your solution, MPoS can deliver.

FEATURES
Simple and elegant design

Multiple applications in one device

Various mounting options

Compatible with 10’’ universal tablets

180° rotation (for the high C-Frame solution)

Personalise your customer experience

Available in various colours

Install anywhere

Protects the hardware

MPoS ready

MOUNT TYPE

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

SPCF011-nn*
SPCF012-nn*
SPCF013-nn*

C-Frame (high) with rotation for iPad Air
C-Frame (high) with rotation for Galaxy Tab 4
C-Frame (high) with rotation for 10’’ universal tablet

SPCF021-nn*
SPCF022-nn*
SPCF023-nn*

C-Frame (freestanding) with rubber feet for iPad Air
C-Frame (freestanding) with rubber feet for Galaxy Tab 4
C-Frame (freestanding) with rubber feet for 10’’ universal tablet

SPCF10x-nn*

Cash drawer wrap (various models available)

SPCF102-nn*

Mount for fixing the C-Frame low on desk or wall

*-nn: reference the colour code on your order
Black: -02

Red: -22

Blue: -23

Green: -24

Yellow: -25

White: -32

Counter or wall mount
C-Frame is at home wherever it is needed. Used as a
check-in as part of a hospitality application for example,
a wall mounted C-Frame frees up space, looks great, and
brings an immediate positive customer experience.
On a desk or counter, it brings style to a stand-alone
application, whether that be in an office environment,
hotel reception or self-service location. C-Frame
delivers flair, elegance and sophistication,
wherever you want to do business.

Ergonomic Solutions
Ergonomic Solutions is an established, leading supplier of innovative and ergonomically designed technology
mounting solutions, developed in partnership with global retailers and technology suppliers. Our application areas
extend across POS, Payment, Digital Signage, Self Service, Mobility, Warehousing, Distribution and Logistics.
Headquartered in the United Kingdom with its own manufacturing facility in Denmark, Ergonomic Solutions is
a channel led business with customers and partners across the globe. Additional services include design and
development for customised solutions and our influential Ergonomics Consultancy, which has advised many of
the major European retailers how to create a workspace that optimises accessibility, usability, safety and comfort
for their staff and customers. Our SpacePole solutions are proven in the field; modular, enabling cost effective
upgrades and provide both physical and tamper proof protection to hardware investments.
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